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Laboratori	Nazionali	del	Gran	Sasso	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	

3400	m.w.e.	

1.1	μ	/	(m2	h)	

•  42.46°N	13.57°E	
•  Muon	flux:	3.0	10-4	m-2s-1	
•  Neutron	flux:		

	2.92	10-6	cm-2s-1		(0-1	keV)	
	0.86	10-6	cm-2s-1		(>	1	keV)	

•  Rn	in	air:	20-80	Bq	m-3	

•  Surface:	17	800	m2	
•  Volume:	180	000	m3	
•  VenYlaYon:	1	vol	/	3.5	hours	
	

•  >	1000	users	from	29	countries	
•  ~	100	Staff	



Servizi	a	supporto	della	ricerca	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	&	UNIMIB	

•  Ultra-low	background	
techniques	

•  Chemistry	lab	and	service	
•  Mechanics	workshop	
•  Mechanics	design	&	3D-

lab	
•  Electronics	
•  IT	
•  Civil	engineering	
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EsperimenY	nei	laboratori	soderranei	

DARK SIDE 50 
DARK SIDE 20k 

SABRE 



LNGS	DATA	USERS	



Per	una	visita	virtuale	

•  Google	Street	View	
•  www.google.it/maps/@42.4538978,13.5746863,3a,75y,266.25h,74.88t/data=!3m5!1e1!3m3!1sU33rehgjcSpsBNVVJXXT_w!2e0!3e5	



•  Neutrinoless	Double	Beta	
Decay	
–  Gerda	/	Gerda-II:	76Ge	
–  CUORE	–	the	coldest	m3	in	the	

world	:	130Te	
–  Cobra:	116Cd	
–  CUPID	0:	ZnSe	crystals	

(enriched	82Se)	

•  Neutrini	sterili?	
–  Borexino-SOX	(CeSOX	first)	

LNGS	Neutrino	
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•  DAMA/Libra:	NaI	
–  Reports	annual	modulaYon	

•  NaI	
–  INFN/LNGS	is	going	to	support	

independent	test	of	DAMA	result:	
SABRE	

–  COSINUS:	NaI	as	scinYllaYng	
bolometer	

•  CRESST	
–  CaWO4	scint	with	bolometric	r/o	

•  XENON	family	
–  Double	phase	liquid	Xe	TPC	

•  DarkSide	50	kg	->	20	t	
–  Liquid	Ar	TPC	double	phase	

LNGS	Dark	Mader	
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•  LVD	

–  Osservatorio	per	neutrini	di	SN	

•  Borexino	
–  Neutrini	solari:	misura	real	Yme	di	

neutrini	da	fusione	pp;	prossima	
sfida:	misura	di	neutrini	da	ciclo	
CNO	

–  Geo	neutrini	
–  Record	mondiale	di	radiopurezza	

•  LUNA	
–  Misure	di	sezioni	d’urto	rilevanY	

per	combusYone	stelle,	sintesi	
elemenY	nelle	stelle,	sintesi	
primordiale	di	elemenY	

	

Astrofisica	-	Nucleosintesi	
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(equation (1)) rate to be 131 6 2 counts per day (c.p.d.) per 100 t of
target scintillator.

The scintillation light generated by a 100 keV event typically induces
signals in ,50 photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). This allows for a low de-
tection threshold (,50 keV), much less than the maximum electron recoil
energy of pp neutrinos (Emax 5 264 keV).

The pp neutrino analysis is performed through a fit of the energy dis-
tribution of events selected to maximize the signal-to-background ratio.
The selection criteria (Methods) remove residual cosmic muons, decays of
muon-produced isotopes, and electronic noise events. Furthermore, to
suppress background radiation from external detector components, only
events whose position is reconstructed inside the central detector volume
(the ‘fiducial volume’: 86 m3, 75.5 t) are used in the analysis. The fit is done
within a chosen energy interval and includes all relevant solar neutrino
components and those from various backgrounds, mostly from resid-
ual radioactivity traces dissolved in the scintillator.

Figure 2 shows a calculation of the spectral shape of the pp neutrino
signal (thick red line), as well as of the other solar neutrino components
(7Be, pep and CNO), and of the relevant backgrounds (14C, intrinsic to
the organic liquid scintillator; its ‘pile-up’ (see definition below); 210Bi;
210Po; 85Kr; and 214Pb), all approximately at the observed rates in the data.
The pp neutrino spectral component is clearly distinguished from those
of 85Kr, 210Bi, CNO and 7Be, all of which have flat spectral shapes in the
energy region of the fit. Most of the pp neutrino events are buried

under the vastly more abundant 14C, which is ab-emitter with a Q value
of 156 keV. In spite of its tiny isotopic fraction in the Borexino scintil-
lator (14C/12C < 2.7 3 10218), 14Cb-decay is responsible for most of the
detector triggering rate (,30 counts s21 at our chosen trigger thresh-
old). The 14C and pp neutrino energy spectra are, however, distinguish-
able in the energy interval of interest.

The 14C rate was determined independently from the main analysis,
by looking at a sample of data in which the event causing the trigger is
followed by a second event within the acquisition time window of 16ms.
This second event, which is predominantly due to 14C, does not suffer
from hardware trigger-threshold effects and can thus be used to study
the rate and the spectral shape of this contaminant. We measure a 14C
rate of 40 6 1 Bq per 100 t. The error accounts for systematic effects due
to detector response stability in time, uncertainty in the 14C spectral
shape27, and fit conditions (Methods).

An important consideration in this analysis were the pile-up events:
occurrences of two uncorrelated events so closely in time that they can-
not be separated and are measured as a single event. Figure 2 shows the
expected pile-up spectral shape, which is similar to that of the pp neutrinos.
Fortunately, the pile-up component can be determined independently,
using a data-driven method, which we call ‘synthetic pile-up’ (Methods).
This method provides the spectral shape and the rate of the pile-up com-
ponent, and is constructed as follows. Real triggered events without any
selection cuts are artificially overlapped with random data samples. The
combined synthetic events are selected and reconstructed using the same
procedure applied to the regular data. Thus, some systematic effects, such
as the position reconstruction of pile-up events, are automatically taken
into account. The synthetic pile-up is mainly due to the overlap of two 14C
events, but includes all possible event combinations, for example 14C with
the external background, PMT dark noise or 210Po. 14C–14C events dom-
inate the synthetic pile-up spectrum between approximately 160 and
265 keV. The fit to the 14C–14C pile-up analytical shape in this energy
region gives a total rate for 14C–14C pile-up events of 154 6 10 c.p.d. per
100 t in the whole spectrum, without threshold.

Measurement of the pp neutrino flux
The data used for this analysis were acquired from January 2012 to
May 2013 (408 days of data; Borexino Phase 2). This is the purest data
set available, and was obtained after an extensive purification campaign
that was performed in 2010 and 201128 and reduced, in particular, the
content of 85Kr and 210Bi isotopes, which are important backgrounds
in the low-energy region.

The pp neutrino rate has been extracted by fitting the measured
energy spectrum of the selected events in the 165–590 keV energy win-
dow with the expected spectra of the signal and background components.
The energy scale in units of kiloelectronvolts is determined from the
number of struck PMTs, using a combination of calibration data col-
lected with radioactive sources deployed inside the scintillator29 and a
detailed Monte Carlo model28.

The fit is done with a software tool developed for previous Borexino
measurements28 and improved for this analysis to include the descrip-
tion of the response of the scintillator to mono-energetic electrons, to
give high statistics; a modified description of the scintillation line-
width at low energy, providing the appropriate response functions
widths for a- and b-particles (mainly from the 210Po and 14C back-
grounds); and the introduction of the synthetic pile-up.

The main components of the fit are the solar neutrino signal (the
dominant pp component and the low-energy parts of the 7Be, pep and
CNO components); the dominant 14C background and the associated
pile-up; and other identified radioactive backgrounds (85Kr, 210Bi,
210Po and 214Pb). The free fit parameters are the rates of the pp solar
neutrinos and of the 85Kr, 210Bi and 210Po backgrounds. The 7Be neut-
rino rate is constrained at the measured value17 within the error, and
pep and CNO neutrino contributions are fixed at the levels of the SSM9,
taking into account the values of the neutrino oscillation parameters25.
The 14C and the synthetic pile-up rates are determined from the data
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Figure 2 | Energy spectra for all the solar neutrino and radioactive
background components. All components are obtained from analytical
expressions, validated by Monte Carlo simulations, with the exception of the
synthetic pile-up, which is constructed from data (see text for details).
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Figure 1 | Solar neutrino energy spectrum. The flux (vertical scale) is given in
cm22 s21 MeV21 for continuum sources and in cm22 s21 for mono-energetic
ones. The quoted uncertainties are from the SSM9.
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•  GINGER	
–  Ring-laser	to	probe	Lense-

Thirring	effect	

•  Cosmic	Silence	
–  Study	effect	of	very	low	

radiaYon	doses	on	cells,	fleas,	…	
–  Test	Linear	No	Threshold	model	

•  ERMES-W	
–  Primary	resources,	global	

geodynamic…	

•  VIP	
–  Test	Pauli	Exclusion	Principle	

LNGS	General,	MulYdisciplinary	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	&	UNIMIB	

Figure 5: Present status of the experimental apparatus

the room, and we are checking if a good stable situation can be obtsined in this
simple way. This solution is very cheap, and vibrations and transients due to
on/o↵ switches will not be transmitted to the apparatus.

Next steps are listed below:

• complete the enclosure of the vacuum chamber (all the pieces are present)

• start the vacuum pump and check the vacuum

• installation of the mirrors and alignment procedure

• install the getters pumps

• insert the gas mixture and start the discharge

• install photodiodes and optics to recover the Sagnac signals and the signal
of the two monobeam

• install signals for monitoring (temperature, humidity, tiltmeter, seismo-
menters etc.)

• restart the DAQ. NOTE: our DAQ is compatible with the LNGS GPS
distribution inside the cave, and this signal will be used as soon as it will
be available.

it is important to tell that the first 3 points are consequentials. The DAQ is
the same used in the previous run, but we have to use the PPS (pulse per second)
signal coming from the LNGS general GPS distribution system, which is not
ready; but at the beginning it is possible to start the debugging of the apparatus
without it. The GPS time is absolutely necessary for any seismological study,
and as well for very low frequency analysis, in fact a very stable clock is necessary
in the acquisition. It is not easy to say when the apparatus will start to take
data, if we will not have problems we could start DAQ before the end of the
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MAIN ACHIEVED RESULTS 
 
The research group has performed several experiments on different biological models 
ranging from yeast Saccaromices cerevisiae to rodent and human cells (namely Chinese 
hamster V79 fibroblasts and TK6 human lymphoblasts). The obtained results have given 
strong indication that the environmental radiation helps cell capability of sustaining cellular 
metabolism in facing damage induced by genotoxic agents.  
Recently, the measurements have been performed on the hybridoma cell line (A11), 
obtained from pKZ1 mice. The murine transgenic pKZ1 model is extremely sensitive to 
even very low doses of ionizing radiation. 
Data from cells pKZ1 A11 grown in parallel for 1 month inside (LNGS) and outside (ISS) 
the Gran Sasso laboratory have shown that: 

1) DNA damage, measured trough colorimetric biochemical test in situ (pKZ1 
inversion), do not exhibit significant differences between the two cultures. 

2) PARP-1 protein, involved in DNA damage signalling and repair, is less expressed 
in the cells cultured at LNGS 

3) The analysis of genes involved in the Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) homeostasis 
shows that these genes, (Glutathion peroxidase GPXs, Catalase CAT, Superoxid 
dismutase SOD), are less expressed in the cells cultured at low environmental 
radiation (LNGS). Moreover, the gene (SBP1, selenium binding protein) involved 
in GPxs down regulation is over expressed (Figure 2-3).  

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 2. PARP-1 modulation in pKZ1 A11 cells cultured for 1 month at low radiation (LNGS) and 
reference (ISS) environmental radiation. Actin is the constitutive protein used as housekeeping. 
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Verso	quale	futuro	
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Una	giornata	intensa	di	
presentazione	di	
proposte	e	idee	
•  hdps://agenda.infn.it/

conferenceDisplay.py?
confId=9608	

	

Un	futuro	in	conYnuità	
con	il	presente	

LNGS	–	2020	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	&	UNIMIB	



Miglioramento	delle	
performance	di	esercizio	
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•  Evidenziata	una	carenza	di	risorse	(personale,	mezzi,	fondi)	
per	fornire	il	supporto	necessario	agli	esperimenY	per	
l’installazione,	operazione,	smontaggio	

•  Evidenziata	anche	l’assenza	di	un	forum,	che	si	riunisca	
regolarmente,	in	cui	vengono	riportaY	e	affrontaY	problemi	
operaYvi	

•  Assenza	di	M&O	agreements	

Review	panel	-	2015	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	&	UNIMIB	



1.  Technical	Coordinator:	presiede	Users	ExecuYve	Commidee	
–  Consulta	gli	esperimenY	
–  Partecipa	alla	definizione	di	piani	di	upgrade	
–  Coordina	le	avvità	generali	e	verifica	aspev	di	project	management	

degli	esperimenY	
–  Partecipa	alla	definizione	delle	procedure	

2.  Risorse	del	laboratorio	
–  Potenziamento	dell’infrastrudura	
–  Migliore	supporto	agli	esperimenY	
–  Minori	risorse	rilasciate	agli	esperimenY	

3.  M&O	
–  Preparazone	degli	esperimenY	per	M&O	
–  Azioni	per	avvazione	di	Resources	Review	Commidee,	come	previsto	

da	“General	Rules”	

Azioni	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	&	UNIMIB	



InvesYre	su	eccellenze	

STELLA	(SubTErranean	Low	Level	Assay)	
Un	eccellenza	mondiale	LNGS:	necessario	un	upgrade	per	misure	
finalizzate	alla	prossima	generazione	di	doppio	beta	e	dark	mader	

InducYvely	coupled	plasma	mass	spectrometry	(ICP	MS)	

- 	7500a	Agilent	quadrupole	ICP	MS	
- 	Element2	Thermo	Double	Focusing	
High	ResoluYon	ICP	MS	
- 	Class	1000	clean	room	
- 	Sub	boiling	disYllaYon	system	for	
reagents	purificaYon		

- 	γ	spectrometry	(High-Purity	Ge	
Detectors,	HPGE)	
- 	α	spectrometry	(Silicon	PIPS	
detectors)	
- 	liquid	scinYllaYon	counters		



	
Il	futuro	scienYfico	è	già	iniziato	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	&	UNIMIB	



•  Generatore	di	anAneutrini	144Ce	a	LNGS	nel	2017	
SOX	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	&	UNIMIB	
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Location for both sources: Borexino pit  

8.25 m from the detector center  



Assembly	and	
commissioning	
in	2016	is	
progressing		
according	to	
schedule	

CUORE	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	



CUPID-0	
•  Zn82Se	
•  Bolometri	

scinYllanY	

CUPID	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	&	UNIMIB	



	
•  In	misura	

fase-2	

•  Annunciata	la	
proposta	per	
200	kg	76Ge	

•  Challenge	per	
CUORE	e	suoi	
upgrade	

	

GERDA	
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•  Programma	scienYfico	ventennale	
•  LUNA	è	piaciuto	e	viene	imitato:	CASPAR,	JUNA..		

LUNA	MV	
(2018	-->...)	
	3.5MV	

LUNA	I	
(1992-2001)	
50	kV	

LUNA	II	
(2000-2018)	
400	kV	
•  Doppio	progedo	premiale:	5.3	Meuro.	
•  0.3-3.5	MV	con	fasci	di	H,	He	e	C	
•  L’acceleratore	acceleratore	verrà	consegnato	ad	agosto	2018	

LUNA-MV	



•  Completata	
calibrazione	

	
•  Iniziato	il	

data	taking	

•  Annunciato	
Xenon-nTon	

	

Xenon1T	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS		



•  Il	più	ambizioso	
progedo	di	ricerca	di	
DM	

•  20	t	Ar	liquido	depleto	
	
•  Ramificazioni	

–  URANIA-2020	
–  Aria	
–  NOA	

DarkSide-20k	
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#
Figure 1: 3D footprint of NOA with Lab 1 and Lab 2 in foreground and devices 
disposition.

!
Figure 2: 3D image of Lab 2 and layout of devices (view from left side).
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•  Packaging	SiPM	bassa	avvità	
•  ….	
•  Incubatore	d’impresa	



LNGS	promotori	
dell’innovazione	

•  Abbiamo	bisogno	di	
promuovere	innovazione	
adorno	a	noi	
–  La	qualità	del	territorio	e	

delle	imprese	che	vi	
operano	è	essenziale	per	
l’adravvità	dei	Laboratori	

	
•  Ci	viene	chiesto	di	farlo									

dalla	poliYca,																		
dall’industria,						
dall’agricoltura	

•  Hanno	fiducia	e	investono	
sui	laboratori	

LNGS	&	Industria	4.0	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	&	UNIMIB	



•  2012	-	Call	for	proposals	of	Global	Research	Infrastructures	by	
GSO	(Group	of	Senior	Officers	of	G8+5)	

•  2013	–	proposte	indipendenY	di	LNGS	and	SNOLAB	
•  Inizio	2015	-	GSO	raccomanda	una	proposta	congiunta	per	

una	GRI	distribuita		
•  Aug.	2016	–	Proposta	fase-1:	network	di	laboratori	UG	con	

l’obievvo	di	idenYficare	e	raccomandare	best	pracYces	
•  Oct.	2016	–	Proposta	accolta	dal	GSO	con	la	raccomandazione	

di	elaborarla	e	finalizzarla	per	portarla	in	approvazione	a	
maggio	2017	

•  Supporto	dal	DG-Research		

Global	Research	Infrastructure	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	



Synergie	conGSSI	
•  LNGS	ha	sostenuto	l’avvio	del	GSSI	negli	anni	2013-2016	
•  Vediamo	il	GSSI	come	un	importante	sYmolo	della	vita	scienYfica	e	LNGS	

come	il	naturale	luogo	di	avvità	per	dodorandi	e	post-Doc	GSSI	
•  Cercheremo	scambi	culturali	più	frequenY	e	sistemaYci	



Disseminazione	e	Formazione	
•  8000	visitatori-anno	
•  1500-2000	all’open	day	

•  2014-2016	Node	Europea	del	
Ricercatore	all’Aquila	con	GSSI	e	
UNIVAQ:	15,000	partecipanY	

•  EducaYonal	acYviYes	at	several	
levels:	from	youngest	to	post-
Docs	and	Physics	teachers	

•  3	progeD	Alta	Formazione	POR-
FSE	Abruzzo	2007-2013:	5.4	M€	



I	cardini	del	nostro	futuro	
1.  Programma	scienYfico	solido	e	diversificato	
2.  Adrazione	e	sviluppo	di	eccellenze	
3.  GesYone	efficiente	(e	sostenibile)	delle	risorse	
4.  Promuovere	formazione	e	innovazione	ed	esserne	

beneficiari	
	
Una	sofferenza:	
•  Rapporto	staff/users	=	1/10	

–  Non	vogliamo	renderlo	più	sostenibile	riducendo	gli	users	

LNGS	verso	il	futuro	

Stefano	Ragazzi	–	INFN	LNGS	&	UNIMIB	


